
Meet Dr. Taylor Ruby!
We are pleased to introduce Dr. Taylor Ruby as our new Dentist here at the Center for Aesthetic and
Implant Dentistry!

Dr. Ruby chose dentistry because he loves working with people and making things look better than
they were before. Both his father and uncle are physicians, thus he knew he wanted to work in
healthcare in some capacity. He enjoys dentistry because each day poses its own set of unique
experiences and challenges and the opportunity to improve the lives of others. His goal with every
patient is to leave them in a better and healthier state than when they walked through the door.

He decided to join The Center for Aesthetic and Implant Dentistry due to being aligned with the
practice’s faith values and approach to patient care. Dr. Ruby would like to thank Dr. Jones for both
establishing a practice that exudes excellence in every way and for leaving behind a legacy in which
he is humbled to follow.

To Dr. Jones’ Patients: Changes in healthcare are hard when you have trusted Dr. Jones with your
dental needs for many years. Dr. Harris and Dr. Ruby are both committed to getting to know you on
a personal level and becoming familiar with your dental history in order to understand where you
have been and where you desire to go moving forward.

Outside of work his faith and family are the most
important things in his life. He and his wife (Erin)
have two boys (Wesley and Reid), and they enjoy
boating, swimming, and water sports on Lake
Cumberland where he grew up. He also enjoys
hiking and being outdoors as much as possible
and has been overseas on medical mission trips.

Dentists familiar with Dr. Ruby’s work have indicated he is
loved by patients and staff, and does high-quality work. We
look forward to you having the opportunity to meet him!


